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The most popular attribute of Gold 
from the point of view of investors 

is that it can be a safe haven destination. 
In the not too distant history, gold had 
responded to geopolitical events out of 
the Korean Peninsula and had rallied 
as the rhetoric between US president 
Mr. Donald Tum and Korean dictator 
Kim Jong-un heated up. Conversely, the 
price of Gold deflated when the rhetoric 
calmed down. Gold had also responded 
to initiatives from the Federal Reserve, 
its price falling during the times that 
the central bank had raised rates and 
reduced its balance sheet – policy 
moves that tended to increase the 
allure of the US Dollar. That is why at 
the core, we call Gold the “anti-Dollar”. 

What is clear is that Gold is not 
merely a pawn of geopolitical 

events. Gold is also bound to the 
vicissitudes of economic growth and 
activity, as much as equities or bonds 
are. For instance, we all know that gold 
is negatively correlated to GDP growth 
– which makes the yellow metal the 
perfect antithesis of equities. We have 
always maintained that this negative 
relationship is what makes Gold 
attractive as part of an asset allocation. 
This is, in fact, the best role for the 
yellow metal, in our opinion. Of course, 
gold is also considered by many as a 
hedge against inflation, a relationship 
that is very nuanced and deserves 
further discussion in the last part of the 
article. 

Our recent research also showed 
that systemic market liquidity 

has a huge impact on the valuation of 
Gold. Over the longer term, it is highly 
sensitive to the changes in the periodic 
liquidity infusions from the US Treasury 
and the Federal Reserve (see 1st chart 
on this page). It seems that increasing 
amounts of liquidity infusions support 
higher valuations of the yellow metal  
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Gold set for one more rally to a new high before summer, but will 
likely come under extreme pressure later in the year in Q3 when 
the US Dollar takes off

(see 1st chart on this page). That makes 
sense, as tighter supply of systemic 
“money” tends to support the US Dollar 
(via the Quantity Theory of Money) 
which has an inverse impact on Gold. 

One way to confirm that is to make 
a comparison between Gold and 

term market rates via a regression 
process. We find out that increasing 
bank reserves at the Fed (the most 
money-like of all financial instruments) 
tend to push up Gold prices, while 
Reverse Repo Rates (which the Fed use 

to contract real money balances) have 
negative impacts on the changes in 
Gold price. 

Using those liquidity-themed 
relationships, it is straightforward 

to make a combined model of the US 
Dollar and Gold. Using VAR extensions, 
we use term market rates to project 
the likely movements in Gold and US 
Dollar several weeks ahead. This model 
is telling us that a US Dollar rally is due 
and conversely, Gold is slated for a fall 
(see  1st graph on this page).
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In all of these comparisons, something 
stands out: Gold is indeed the 

antithesis of the US Dollar -- when the 
Dollar weakens, gold strengthens and 
vice versa. Even the famous negative 
correlation of Gold with GDP growth 
stems from that relationship. The US 
Dollar is often positively correlated 
with growth, but it is not a consistent 
relationship. Too high a value of the 
US currency is often deleterious for 
GDP, as a strong dollar curtails exports. 
And exports are direct components of 
the US GDP. In the event of a growth 
recession, gold often shines due to the 
consequent infusion of liquidity from 
the central bank. That is also why the 
US Dollar often weakens into a growth 
recession.

Gold and the US Dollar are also 
linked via the Gold Volatility Index. 

For some reasons, the Gold Volatility 
Index leads changes in the Gold bullion. 
We have used this linkage before to 
accurately project the latest downturn 
in the gold bullion price  (see 2nd 
graph on this page). It can also be 
used to monitor or forecast the end of 
the current gold correction. This tool 
could give you advance warning if used 
correctly.

An instrument that responds to 
macro development, like gold, 

should have strong co-movements 
with other risk assets, or respond to 
instruments which are linked to money, 
or the cost of money, like interest rates. 
The link between yields and Gold runs 
through the US Dollar, as the domestic 
currency is thought to be driven in some 
degree by the cost of capital. What we 
found out was that the 10yr bond yield 
has a lead over the US Dollar and Gold 
by 6 months on average. We computed 
the second derivatives of the 10yr yield, 
the US Dollar and Gold to obtain those 
relationships. The second derivative 
process strips seasonality, the business 
cycle, and other idiosyncrasies of the 
instruments, which allows a comparison 
of their core values and trends  (see 3rd 
graph on this page).
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Gold and inflation:

Yield-less but credit-risk-free gold 
also becomes attractive to inventors 

as one means of hedging the possibility 
of an unexpected rise in inflation  (see 
1st chart on this page), which Gold 
can undertake very well, given its lead 
on inflation changes by 3 to 4 months. 
Given gold’s "predictive" tendency over 
CPI, gold may be seen as a "predictive 
hedge" versus unwanted rise of inflation 
(see 1st chart on this page).

If Gold changes lead changes in 
inflation, and Gold is negatively 

correlated with GDP growth (and 
therefore with equities as well), we 
need to turn conventional wisdom on 
its head to place the yellow metal in a 
new light. We should start looking at 
gold as a possible inoculation to the 
ill-effects brought about by a business 
cycle or growth downturn. That is the 
new thrust of our research work in 
gold, and we will publish our findings 
accordingly when we are done., which 
should be soon. 

Our liquidity models applied to the 
price of Gold provide a map of 

the distributed lag for as far as a year. 
We have shown examples of the Gold 
models in graphs shown earlier. But to 
fully illustrate the path Gold and Silver 
prices will likely take over the next 6 
to 8 months, we provide the graphs 
shown below. We expect short term 
dips in Gold and Silver prices, followed 
by a rally into late May-June time frame.  
However, both precious metals will 
likely be under extreme pressure by 
late Q2, as the US Dollar takes off. We 
do not expect the pressure to ease off 
the precious metals until later in the 
year or even beyond.  (see last 2 charts 
on this page).
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Gold should break-out to the upside, before it retraces down on USD stren-
gth in H2 2018

While the overall context seems favourable for Gold, it has failed for now to break out to the upside above its 2016 highs. 
Worse, it recently retraced once again, this time due to the strong US Dollar rebound we have seen over the last few weeks. 

More generally, the cross-asset environment does look favourable for Gold over the next 12 to 18 months as the business cycle 
is maturing and risk assets seem quite overvalued. That said, for now, Gold is still trapped cross-current between many factors, 
which range from political risks to rising inflation expectations, rising short term rates, a flattening yield curve, or a US Dollar, 
which may have just started to reverse up.  Given these multilateral influences, we believe that we are  probably in for some 
volatility on Gold prices as the transition period from economic expansion to deceleration takes place.  Below, we try to un-
derstand how these moves may articulate over the next 3 to 6 months, and then beyond.

Gold
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

On this long term bi-monthly 
graph of Gold, our long term os-

cillators (lower rectangle) are still very 
much Oversold and slowly rising, i.e. 
Gold has built a strong base over the 
last 5 years. As for our medium term 
oscillators (upper rectangle), they are 
now in an uptrend, and probably get-
ting ready to break out above Gold’s 
previous 2016 highs. The sequence 
we show potentially leads Gold up 
towards mid-year, possibly the Sum-
mer in first instance. Following that, 
we would expect Gold to retrace du-
ring H2 2018, and then accelerate up 
again towards late 2019 / 2020. Our 
I Impulsive targets to the upside on 
this long term graph would suggest 

that Gold could see new historical highs towards 2’000 USD/oz over the next 2 to 3 years (right-hand scale).    

Dollar Index
Bi-Monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

That said Gold is listed in US Dol-
lars, and the Dollar has probably 

completed its move down since late 
2016. It has held above the support of 
our C Corrective targets to the down-
side, above 86 (right-hand scale), and 
on both oscillator series (lower and 
upper rectangles), we would expect it 
to continue its recent reversal upwar-
ds, first into 2019 (upper rectangle), 
and then probably even into 2020 
(lower rectangle). Initially, at least, 
this return to US Dollar strength 
should weigh on Gold. This would 
confirm the intermediate correction 
we expect on Gold during H2 2018 in 
the graph above. Following that, we 

expect financial conditions to deteriorate during the Fall, and by year-end at the latest, Gold should start climbing vs most 
currencies and most assets.
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Gold in Euro (Euro/oz)
Bi-Monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

Nevertheless, Gold denomi-
nated in other currencies 

is also gathering momentum. 
Indeed, analyzing Gold in Euros, 
for example, strips out the US 
Dollar effect (i.e. its weakness 
since December 2016, and its 
possible reversal to the upside 
over the coming year).  On both 
our oscillators series (lower and 
upper rectangles), the uptrend 
for Gold in Euros is already 
well engaged. It made an in-
termediate top in early 2017, 
has retraced since, yet could 
be getting ready to reaccele-
rate up again between now 

and late Summer. As with Gold in USD, or the US Dollar itself, Gold in Euros should also be moving up towards late 2019, 
possibly reaching new historical highs (right-hand scale).  Indeed we believe that we are very late in the business cycle, and 
that over the next 12 to 18 months, risk assets could suffer a substantial correction to the downside. Once the crisis starts 
to worsen, possibly towards late 2018, both Gold and the US Dollar should benefit from their Flight to Quality status. 
Gold could then start to outperform in both USD and Euro terms. 

Gold in Euro (Euro/oz)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

On the Weekly Graph, 
Gold in Euros has done 

nothing over the last 3 quar-
ters. Previously, it had moved 
up on the early 2016 market 
sell-off, and then in the run-
up towards the Brexit vote (i.e 
on political and market risks). 
Again in early 2017, it moved 
up on fears about the French 
election. Both our oscillator 
series could now be bottoming 
out again. On our medium 
term oscillators (upper rec-
tangle) a low point may have 
just been made (Middle East 
turmoil ?). Our long term oscil-
lators (lower rectangle) would 
suggest another support point 

around mid Summer, perhaps as it becomes apparent that the economy is on the verge of decelerating. Interestingly, 
over the last 2 years, Gold in Euros has held above the support of its C Corrective targets down (i.e. above 1'043; right-hand 
scale). This highlights the strength of the build-up towards the next move up.
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Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

For Gold in US Dollar terms, 
we believe more patience 

is required. As we describe 
above, our view is that the US 
Dollar has probably turned up 
for this cycle, and that initial-
ly it should rise towards late 
Summer. Gold should suffer 
in this first US Dollar rally as 
economic conditions remains 
relatively benign. And indeed, 
our medium term oscillators 
(upper rectangle) would sug-
gest a last push up between 
now and mid-year and then, a 
new period of weakness until 
end Q3. On our long term os-
cillators (lower rectangle), we 

would also expect some consolidation work, probably towards late Q3, when Gold in USD could start accelerating up again. 
Until then, the downside risk could be as low as 1'200 USD/oz, or 0.5 times or historical volatility measure “Delta” (here at 
280.2, middle rectangle, right-hand side), subtracted from the recent tops around 1'360. Following that, from late Q3 and 
into 2019, Gold could re-accelerate up again towards our I Impulsive targets to the upside towards the 1’420 – 1’540 range 
(right-hand scale). 

Gold in Euros (EUR/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the 2 to 3 months

Again, before looking at 
Gold in US Dollars on a 

Daily basis, it is interesting to 
analyse Gold in Euros. It strips 
out the USD denomination ef-
fect, yet highlights Gold’s pro-
file in terms of Flight to Safety 
(against political risk and finan-
cial turmoil). Indeed, over the 
last few weeks, Gold in Euros 
has reacted strongly to the pos-
sibility of an escalation of the 
Syrian conflict. Both our oscil-
lators series (upper and lower 
rectangles) would suggest that 
Gold in Euros may progress up 
a while longer, possibly until 

late May, early June. Our C Corrective targets up (right-hand scale) are signaling some resistance though at current levels. 
Any move higher from here may hence kick-start a new acceleration to the upside above this resistance. 
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Dollar Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

This graph is also very inte-
resting to consider before 

we analyse the one of Gold in 
USD. On both our oscillators 
series (lower and upper rec-
tangle), the Dollar Index could 
have started to retrace lower, 
probably towards late May / 
early June ( upper rectangle), 
perhaps even until mid june 
(lower rectangle). Both sce-
narios are negative for the 
US Dollar over the next 3 to 
4 weeks, and hence positive 
for Gold. In this forthcoming 
retracement, the Dollar Index 
could probably move lower 

again by2 to 3 figures. 

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

Our analysis of the graphs 
above would suggest than 

the US Dollar may retrace some 
of its recent gains over the next 
few weeks. Concomitantly, we 
also expect Gold in Euro to re-
main bid for now, possibly into 
late May, early June in first ins-
tance. For Gold in USD, these 
positive effects should cumu-
late and we would probably 
expect a new rally into early, 
perhaps even late June. The 
sequences we show on both 
oscillators series (lower and 
upper rectangles) confirm this 
view. Our medium term oscil-
lators (upper rectangle) which 

are already in a downtrend, would suggest a weaker retest to the upside, while our longer term oscillators (lower rec-
tangle) are more positive with Gold potentially reaching new highs during June towards the 1'369 - 1'417 USD/oz range 
(right hand scale). Both scenarios are hence positive for Gold in USD from mid May to early June, we would probably 
favour the more aggressive one (i.e. "marginal new year-to-date highs").

Concluding remarks

Over the next few weeks, we believe the US Dollar could retrace some of its recent rebound. It should allow Gold to 
finally break out above its 2016 highs, probably until early/mid June, and towards our targeted 1’369 - 1’417 USD/

oz price range. The move may also be supported by persistent political risks around trade tensions and a possible conta-
gion of the conflict in the Middle East.  That said, this upside breakout may be short lived. Indeed, during Q3 2018, we 
expect Gold to retrace most of its recent gains and perhaps more, as the US Dollar starts to accelerate up again, probably 
from late June into September. Following that, towards year-end, Gold should start to turn up again vs all currencies and 
most assets as the downturn in the business cycle becomes more apparent and financial conditions start to deteriorate 
quite quickly. Gold could then rise well into 2019, perhaps even 2020 and possibly move back up to test its all-time highs.



HUI - Gold Bugs Index (NYSE Arca) / Gold Spot (USD/Oz)
Bi-Monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

Long term, we would prefer 
holding Gold rather than 

Goldmines, at least over the 
next couple of years. Both os-
cillator series (lower and upper 
rectangles) on this bi-monthly 
ratio of Goldmines vs Gold are 
still downtrending. On our me-
dium term oscillators (upper 
rectangle), a slight bounce may 
be warranted until mid-year, 
before Goldmines start to un-
derperform the metal again, 
while on our long term oscil-
lators (lower rectangle), the 
bounce of Goldmines vs Gold 
since 2016 is probably already 

over, and the trend is getting ready to resume lower. Goldmines usually outperform Gold during recovery phases of the 
business cycle not during decelerations. Our view is that we are rather late in the cycle at the moment, and that Gold-
mines should underperform Gold into late 2019/2020.

Gold Spot (USD/Oz) / MSCI Emerging Markets
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

To corroborate this view, we also 
compare Gold to Emerging Mar-

kets. Indeed, while both are usual-
ly negatively correlated to the US 
Dollar, Emerging Markets are rather 
pro-cyclical, while Gold is clearly de-
fensive. On this long term bi-mon-
thly graph, the cyclicality is very 
clear with substantial Gold rallies 
vs Emerging markets in all previous 
recessions/slowdowns (2008, the 
2011 Euro Crisis, and the 2014/2015 
growth recession). On both our os-
cillator series (lower and upper rec-
tangles), we would expect the ratio 
to bottom out again soon, probably 
during the Summer and start mo-
ving up again towards 2019.

Intermarket take-out

While Goldmines should continue to resume lower vs Gold, Gold itself also seems to be bottoming out vs many risk 
- assets ( e.g. Emerging Markets). Both these graphs highlight the Defensive Shift we expect from the Summer of 

2018 into late 2019-2020.

10 / Splicing the markets – Intermarket perspectives relating to Gold
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MJT’s proprietary methodology uses Timing Oscillators to help investors position themselves either in an uptrend 
or downtrend. It will hence allow them to anticipate and project the future sequence of events. Coverage extends 
over 5’000 instruments, long term to intraday, across all asset classes. Relative charts, Opportunity filters, Multi 
charts monitoring screens and a Portfolio Simulation tool complete the functionality set. See below a description 
of What’s on the Chart, a Methodological brief and an outline of the ideal Uptrend/Downtrend Models (read more 
on www.mjtsa.com)

Timing oscillators: Different prices cycles are captured by 
our 3 Timing oscillators. Monitor how their relative positioning 
defines specific situations (Cases) to always know where you 
stand within the Trend (e.g. please see below the ideal Uptrend 
Case succession sequence)

Trend direction: the direction of FinGraphs’ large envelope will 
help you decide either to apply an uptrend or a downtrend model. 
Contacts between the wider  and thinner envelopes will help you 
anticipate and confirm market turning points ( e.g. S&P500 bi-
monthly, extracts from the 2005-2011 period).

Price targets: based off historical volatility, they can highlight 
price potential or risk and, once achieved, define take profit or 
stop loss areas (e.g. below S&P500 in early 2011, Brent in October 
2014).
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Ideal Uptrend Model 

(left to right) from an oscillator black bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2), the oscillators and prices will start moving up. An uptrend 
is confirmed once a red top can be made above a blue one. The correction down that follows delivers a buying opportunity (“Resume 
Uptrend”) followed by an intermediate top (Case 3). A new period of consolidation down or sideways then starts, ending with a Case 5 
acceleration up towards an important top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1).  For each time frame, a fixed time unit separates each timing 
incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red top is usually X, the distance from the red to the black top is then 2X and the 
distance between the first and second black top is 3 to 4X.

Ideal Downtrend Model 

(left to right) from an oscillator black top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1) the oscillators and prices will start moving down. A downtrend 
is confirmed once a red bottom can be made below a blue one. The correction up that follows delivers a selling opportunity (“Resume 
Downtrend”) followed by an intermediate bottom (Case 4). A new period of consolidation up or sideways  then starts, ending with 
a Case 6 acceleration down towards an important bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2).  For each time frame, a fixed time unit 
separates each timing incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red bottom is usually X, the distance from the red to the black 
bottom is then 2X and the distance between the first and second black bottom is 3 to 4X.
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General Disclosure
 
This document or the information contained in does not constitute, an offer, or a solicitation, or a recommendation to purchase or 
sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. The information 
contained in this document is issued for information only. An offer can be made only by the approved offering documentation, 
especially the prospectus of the Fund mentioned herein. The prospectus may only be distributed in accordance with the laws 
and regulations of each appropriate jurisdiction in which any potential investor resides. The investments described herein are not 
publicly distributed.
 
This document is confidential and submitted to selected recipients only. It may not be reproduced or passed to non-qualifying 
persons or to a non professional audience.
 
This document is only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. The services of Diapason may be restricted in some jurisdictions to persons who are professional clients and institutional 
investors. In such case, they are not available to retail clients and are not subject to the same protections afforded to retail clients. 
To the extent that this message concerns such products and services, then this message is communicated only to and/or directed 
only at professional clients and institutional investors and the information in this message about such services should not be relied 
on by any other person. For distribution purposes in the USA, this document is only intended for persons who can be defined as 
“Major Institutional Investors” under U.S. regulations. Any U.S. person receiving this report and wishing to effect a transaction 
in any security discussed herein, must do so through a U.S. registered broker dealer. The investment described herein carries 
substantial risks and potential investors should have the requisite knowledge and experience to assess the characteristics and 
risks associated therewith. Accordingly, they are deemed to understand and accept the terms, conditions and risks associated 
therewith and are deemed to act for their own account, to have made their own independent decision and to declare that such 
transaction is appropriate or proper for them, based upon their own judgment and upon advice from such advisers as they have 
deemed necessary and which they are urged to consult. Diapason disclaims all liability to any party for all expenses, lost profits 
or indirect, punitive, special or consequential damages or losses, which may be incurred as a result of the information being 
inaccurate or incomplete in any way, and for any reason. Diapason, its directors, officers and employees may have or have had 
interests or long or short positions in financial products discussed herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as 
principal or agent. Certain statements in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements contain the 
words “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are 
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions that may cause actual results to differ materially from the 
ones expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include, among other 
factors, changing business or other market conditions and the prospects for growth. These and other factors could adversely 
affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Consequently, any prediction of gains is to 
be considered with an equally prominent risk of loss. Moreover, past performance is not a guide to future performance and 
investment may result in loss of capital. As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking 
statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation. Diapason expressly disclaims any 
obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect 
any change in Diapason’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any 
such statement is based. The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as at the date of the presentation 
and are subject to change without notice.
 
 
Electronic Communication (E-mail)
In the case that this document is sent by E-mail, the E-mail is considered as being confidential and may also be legally privileged. 
If you are not the addressee you may not copy, forward, disclose or use any part of it. If you have received this message in error, 
please delete it and all copies from your system and notify the sender immediately by return E-mail. The sender does not accept 
liability for any errors, omissions, delays in receipt, damage to your system, viruses, interruptions or interferences.
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Copyright 
© Diapason Commodities and Currencies (DC&C) / Diapason Commodities Management UK LLP (“Diapason UK”)
Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution or other action in reliance on the contents of this document without 
the prior written consent of Diapason is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.

MANAGEMENT JOINT TRUST SA
Disclaimer, No warranty, Copyright
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research company. The 
information and graphics in this publication represent the opinion of Management Joint Trust SA and are not intended to be a 
forecast of future events and this is no guarantee of any future result. Nobody can predict the future and thus fluctuations of 
market prices (including market crashes). Past trends are not necessarily signs of future trends. Management Joint Trust SA warns 
you of the risks involved with any financial transactions (for example on stocks, bonds, raw materials). Derivatives or foreign 
exchange trades entail even greater risks. You need to be aware that chances of winning are in no way guaranteed and potential 
of losses may be very significant. As a reader of this publication or a user of our websites, you must take into consideration, as 
you select investments, of this uncertainty. This publication or any information provided through Management Joint Trust SA’ s 
websites do not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any 
other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate 
readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any 
person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on 
their own or through a professional advisor. To establish its statistical analysis, Management Joint Trust SA relies on data provided 
by first class outside providers; however, Management Joint Trust SA does not guarantee you the permanence of such supply, nor 
its content. More generally, Management Joint Trust SA, their members, shareholders, employees, agents, representatives and 
resellers or partners do not warrant the completeness, accuracy or timeliness of the information supplied in this publication or 
on its websites, and they shall not be liable for any loss or damages, consequential or otherwise, which may arise from the use 
or reliance of the any information or content in this publication or available on the Management Joint Trust SA’s websites. Hence, 
neither you can nor may hold for certain analysis and interpretations provided in this publication or by our websites. Any financial 
transaction you may instruct is at your own risks. You can not claim nor obtain from Management Joint Trust SA compensation 
or indemnification for your damages (for example, incidental or consequential damages, losses, unrealised gains, liabilities, 
Management Joint Trust SA’s service fee). If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they 
should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade. 
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the 
information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Again, 
trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the 
capital invested and every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions. The employees, officers, family, 
and associates of Management Joint Trust SA may from time to time have positions in the securities or commodities covered in 
its publications or on its websites. Corporate policies are in effect that attempt to avoid potential conflicts of interest and resolve 
conflicts of interest that do arise in a timely fashion. MJT is the owner of all its brands and websites (especially www.mjt.ch, www.
mjtsa.com or any related websites). These are protected by intellectual property rights, among other copyright, trademark and 
competition rights. As reader of this publication or a user Management Joint Trust SA’s websites, you acquire no rights on the 
various softwares, services, and information made available by Management Joint Trust SA.  In particular, you do not acquire 
ownership rights. You undertake especially not to: a) Copy, save, reproduce, publish, post, transfer, transmit, exploit or distribute 
in any way data or components produced or any information or content made available by Management Joint Trust SA (including 
but not limited to its publications, its software, Internet pages and graphic displays); b) Mention or use in any non-purely private 
way the name Management Joint Trust SA or any of its trademarks, its or their logos, its or their texts and graphic displays; c) 
Interfere with or modify data or components published or edited by Management Joint Trust SA (including but not limited to its 
publications, software, Internet pages and graphic displays); d) Use Management Joint Trust SA in a way not consistent with its 
natural purpose; e) Access Management Joint Trust SA in an illegal way or without having filled the requested questionnaires, 
accepted these Terms and Conditions paid the requested fees. These Copyright and Trademark provisions mentioned above do 
not limit your right to print on paper, for your personal/private use only, pages of this publication or any other content produced 
by Management Joint Trust SA that you are interested in. Professional use of the printed pages is however strictly forbidden. 
Similarly you are forbidden to resell these pages. If you want to use any content produced and edited by Management Joint Trust 
SA not for your personal/private use, you must obtain in advance from Management Joint Trust SA a written authorization by 
writing to:
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Management Joint Trust S.A.
Rue de Hesse 1

P.O.Box 5337
1211 Geneva 11

Switzerland
+41 22 328 93 33
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Diapason Commodities and Currencies
20 North Audley Street
London, W1k 6WE
UK
+44 207 290 2260
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